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This business plan contains information that is not to be shared, . One of the ancient ways to pop corn was to heat sand
in a fire and stir.

In order to be successful, one needs to be very creative, customer centric and produce good products. Then use
the design for all your nylons and other items like the popcorn wrappers if you are using wrapping papers.
After narrowing the list down to a few favorites, I then plugged those names into a domain availability
checker, such as DomainsBot. Our Target Market Our main target markets are: Students who, study and work
in New York and its environs, who are looking for quality snacks and a standard outlet Surrounding
businesses looking for tasty popcorns and other snacks to feed their customers. Business Name Ideas And
Branding One of the very first things that I did while planning my businesses was research and investigate
potential company names. We help institutions and organizations to write concepts and implement Business
Plan and also train on business Plan writing in Nigeria. To help you get popping off with your new biz
opportunity, I've compiled quite a bit of need-to-know information for you to understand what to expect as
you go through the process. He is our business development strategist and a strategic partner. We plan to make
our presence felt and understood, we plan to take over right from the foundation up to the pinnacle of
satisfaction and business. Families looking for quality, affordable popcorns and easy snack People looking for
a comfortable environment in which to enjoy soft drinks, read a book, or just shop. The "idea" is actually the
first step to the plan. That's just the nature of the beast. They have a video action guide to walk you
step-by-step through the entire process. It even took several years for me to finally commit to getting my brick
and mortar business off the ground. So, just get started! So, why not live the dream and cash in for a piece of
the pie! We wanted a location that will help us to penetrate the already competitive market and become the
main choice for the people and students in New York and the entire locality. We have also created a delivery
system that is reliable efficient and fast. Then I checked into seeing if the potential company name was
associated with any registered trademarks so that it wouldn't be attached to any copyright infringement
violations. This business was founded to take over the market quickly and also to maximize profits, we plan to
achieve these goals and objectives with any available means with the jurisdiction of the law. With our detailed
analysis and excellent market feasibility, we already know and understand what our potential clients will be
looking for when they visit our pop production shop cum fast food. In charge of financial forecasting and risks
analysis. Taking action on it is next. It is true that starting any business is not a piece of cake but with the
popcorn business; it can be quite easy and inexpensive. You can venture into any of these 3 categories of the
popcorn business; The One Spot Sale. If you are using a push cart, you can also sell a variety of drinks to go
with the popcorn. After mulling it over and sleeping on it for a few days, and I had picked out my perfect
business name, I went ahead and signed up with my website hosting company at SBI! Maybe popping and
packaging popcorn out of your home? Each market segment consists of people who either live, work, or
vacation in New York and its environs. Citi fries has enough parking space that can contain 30 cars and a
facility that can hold 60 individuals at a time. To introduce Popcorn vending machines and street carts to meet
street demands in the cities we will be located Management Team of Flavored Popcorn Business Plan in
Nigeria Komolafe John â€” is a seasoned business manager with 7years experience in managing food business
a graduate of Food tech from the Obafemi Awolowo University, with a second degree in Business
Administration.


